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ROUNDTABLE ON NIGERIA
February 23, 1998

10:00 -15:00

AGENDA

1I. Welcome from the Chair (Steve Lee) / Roundtable Introductions
2. Comments - Minister Kîlgour
3. RoundtablelComments on Nigeria and Regional update
4. Summary of Discussion issues and questions (Sandelle Scrimshaw)
5. Policy options
6. Concluding comments, summary of Discussions (Sandelle Scrimshaw)
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BACKGROUND

The Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group (CMAG) has presented a report to the
Commonwealth Heads of Govemnment Meeting (CHOGM) in Edinburgh on October
24-27, 1997. CMAG's recommendations with regard to Nigeria were adopted
unanimously: unless there has been a credible transition to democratic civilian
govemrment, rule of law and respect for human rights by October 1998, Nigeria could
be expelled from the Commonwealth and come under severe economic sanctions.

In Nigeria a number of recent events are cause for concern. Although General Abacha
announced in November that political prisoners would be released, none in fact have,
and the number of people in detention has increased dramatically. There has been a
steady stream of joumnalîsts picked up and held without charge. Oppression of the
-Ogoni people irn the Niger Delta has continued una-bated, withraewicious crackdown on
January 3, 1998 putting another 30 people in jail. The arrest on December 21, 1997, of
General Oladipo Diya, Abacha's deputy, and 11 accomplices in an alleged coup plot,
has been followed by the arrest of more than 100 suspects. Many others are in hiding
or on the move as a result, while joumnallsts have been warned to exercise extreme
caution in reporting about the coup. The death in prison from unexplained causes of
one of the country's mosi prominent prisoners of conscience, former military
Vice-President Shehu Musa Yar'Adlua, caused wide-spread shock and dismay.

The so-called Transition Plan has seen the elections for State AssembIies go aheaci on
December 6, 1997, but with only the five govemnment-approved political parties in the
running and a very Iow voter tumn-out. The draft constitution, which contains the
framework for the transition process, has yet to be pubiished. Government continues to
be by decree, with civilian court rulings subject to overruling by the military regime.
lncluded i the Transition Plan are general elections planned for the fait 1998.

The UN General Assembly 3rd Committee has again passed a LJK-Ied resotution,
co-sponsored by Canada, expressing concern at continuing grave violations in Nigeria
and callirig on the Govemnment of Nigeria to meet its obligations and ensure the
observance of fundamental human rights and freedoms. At the 53rd session of the
Commission on Hurnan Rights (CHR), Canada co-sponsored a resolution which
aonroved- bv a vote of 28 to 6 with 19 abstentions, the creation of a UN Special



REPORT

Central ta the discussion at the roundtable was the raie Canada and other actors
should and must play, whether on their own or within international fora such as the
Commonwealth and the UN.

Il. Elections

Canada's participation ta the Nigerian electaral process is central to aur efforts to
bririging democracy in Nigeria. Participants raised the question as ta if and when
Canada should get involved in monitoring the presidential elections that should take
place in August 1998 (preceded by the National Assembly elections in April). Atthough* -there were.do.ubts on the Nigerian Govemnment's willingness ta see the elections
monitored, it was raised that for Canada to be in a position to comment an the electoral
process - which is expected ta be short from being democratic - we have ta be involved
early in the process, whether through the Commonwealth or otherwise. When speaking
of etections, criteria for thern ta be free and fair corne to mind, and Canada should beinvolved in setting those out. Of course, if it far from being certain that the Nigerian
Governn'ent wiIl accept these criteria. We should also look at the possibility of theNigerians monitoring the elections themselves. Notwithstanding, Canada and the
International Community have ta concert their efforts ta compel the Nigerian
Govemnment to openlng the democratic process to allow the population's participationin etections 4and in $oit in general. Canada will discuss the possibility of etection
monitoring and its own participation at the next CMAG meeting. Past experlences, suchas Ghana, have sonhowever that dictatorial mititary govemnments have been electedafter somehow free and fair etections. It is expected that General Abacha wlll not stepdown despite international pressure and will be a strong candidate at the election.
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2.1. CMAG

it is essential for CMAG to lead the way in raising the awareness of the Commonwealth
and the International Community on the situation in Nigeria and in taking a determined
stance. In its approach, CMAG lias to propose ta CHOGM clearly establish criteia ta
measure progreas in the leading to the elections and in the follow-up. CMAG is an
opportun ity for Canada and other conoemned countries to let the International
Community know that the situation in Nigeria needs to be widely addressed and acted
upon. However, the same political reafities apply to CMAG and it is feared that the
Body will take a more nuanced approach and will present a compromise, less
meaningful position. Although CMAG is central ta our influence over the
Commonwealth, it should flot preclude Canada from promoting its own national policy.

However, Canada has to be careful in posltîoning its policy in order to maintain its good
relationship with CMAG members. Participants hoped that Canada would be able ta
promote its views within CMAG. An alternative scenarlo needs to be prepared if the
position taken by the latter is flot in Uine with what Canada would have hoped.
Therefore, before going ta CMAG, Canada needs ta clearly establish its own set of
criteria that will measure progress in Nigeria, such as release of the political prisoners,
democratic elactoral process, and freedom of the press.

2.2. CHOGM
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Participants to the roundtable felt significant measures should be implemented against
Nigeria's non-compliance to Harare principles. In previous statements, Minister
Axworthy signalled that Canada could considered imposing sanctions on Nigeria. To do
so, however, Canada would need further support from other members such as the
United States and the Netherlands which so far have resisted the idea of imposing an
embargo. Although human rights violations in Nigeria are flagrant, Canada will have to
justify any sanctions on stronger arguments, as the human rights situation is also of
concern in many other countries such as Cameroon and Kenya. It should be mentioned
that in these two latter cases, a government was democratically elected. This only
emphasizes the importance of the Nigerian presidential elections to come in August
and the need for the process to be closely monitored.

4. Partnerships

When elaborating Canadian policy towards Nigeria, one has to conclude that so far
much of the measures implemented by the International Community came short from
their goal of inducing a change in Nigeria. Facing limited resources and presence on
the field - our embassy was closed a year ago for security reasons - Canada has to
investigate new approaches and create partnerships with other actors that are already
present and active in Nigeria. Over the last five years, the our Govemment's policy has
evolved, moving to a "first track" regulation process - such as the Harare Declaration -
to a "second track" approach, using preventive or "quiet" diplomacy. Although Nigeria
would be a perfect case for preventive diplomacy, it has not been possible to do so in
the past for multiple reasons, such as the lack of effective opposition, the deep rooted
and often hidden causes of the crisis, and the absence of coherent international policy
towards Nigeria. A new approach that would concert actions could allow Canada's quiet
diplomacy to bring concrete results.
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gather participants from varlous regions of the world.

4.2. Private Sector

Many multinational companies are actively involved in Nigeria and share the feeling
that they have to be part of the solution to the Nigerian situation. For the last few years,
they have elaborated a code on conduct to regulate their own~ activities around the
world. This code, which has growing support, shows a desire from companies to subject
their own actions to scrutiny and should be lntegrated in the Canadian approach. One
way of moving from regulation to implementation, would be for Canada to make respect
of these standards mandatory for any company seeking govemnment funding. However,
Canada is not providing any governmental support to companies involved in Nigeria.
Participants also agreed that interested actors should seek in other countries and
institutions to monitor if any similar code is being elaborated.

Finally, it was raised that labour unions had in the past played active role, such as the
1995 oul strike which had had a strong impact on the Nigerian Govemnment. This is only
one example of means, outside from direct govemnment intervention, to bring pressure
upon a dictatorial regime ta open discussion with civil society. For this kind of action to
be successful, labour unions would need for the Canadian Government, if not to
directty support them, to refrain from lmpeding unions' actions.
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and outside, with governmental support. The Pan-Commonwealth NGO forum
(tentatively scheduled for OctoberlNovember 1998) would be a good opportunity to
address these issues. Although the next CMAG meeting in April will be crucial in
deciding the next steps, Canada needs to elaborate a Canadian strategy on Nigeria
and make decisions.
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